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Selecting and Procuring an FM Consultant
By Karla Reid

Welcome from team of FMCC to the third of our 2019

Know what is important to your audience;
Is it Financial, corporate social responsibility,
growth, competitive edge with technology or
core business?
Drop the pennies;
What’s in it for the stakeholders? Use informal
meetings and monthly reports to make the
crescendo for your case;
Show what the consultant engagement delivers,
Give the salient points of value gained and
resources expended.

supplements to the booklet and now FMCC program,
“Need a Consultant; Here’s How”. The feature this
month is Selecting and Procuring an FM Consultant.
Previously – Supplements 1 and 2
Our first 2019 supplement asked, “Why would an FM
need a Consultant?” and made the case for recognizing
the need for and viewing FM consultants as readily
available, convenient and economical resources adding
value to the FM Organisation.
An IFMA White Paper on Strategic Facilities Planning
identified certain core FM needs and how to set up the
framework to meet them. A consulting FM would be part
of such a framework- a resource to apply at the right
time.
Our second supplement “Making the Business Case for
an FM Consultant”, arises from distinguished FMCC
members Rich Fanelli and Peter Stroup, speaking in the
FMCC webinar to introduce “Here’s how” series. The
article, published in the May FMCC newsletter, extends
guidance offered in the webinar as to how the FM
Professional, develops, delivers and wins the business
case for hiring an FM Consultant into the team. We
encourage FMs to:

In the current supplement, we focus on selecting and
procuring an FM Consultant.
We begin with “What am I looking for?” Michel
Theriault, FMCC member, practicing consultant, author,
and presenter in the Here’s How original webinar, Michel
spoke directly to that question and noted:
“Consultants are different from a service provider hired
to execute tasks or provide products that you buy. You
should have a clear idea of the result that you require”

Know the need
What is happening? How do we make it better?
What is the Impact if this need is not met?
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Specify Consistently
To develop consultant scope, gather the pieces from
your approved business case. Then assess how you
would structure what you need from your consultant.
Should the consultant deliver closely specified results,
open-ended, or some of both?
Then more closely you can specify deliverables, the
more consistently you can price each one and evaluate
the results delivered by the consultant.

The table below (repeated full size as an attachment)
demonstrates a simple scope document to capture
what you want done and delivered.
An additional column (not shown) to see what database
exists for the scope to be delivered. In this case
presented in the table; if no asset database exists it may
be difficult to price and deliver a condition survey.
Vagueness in the response of a consultant opens the
door to scope creep and hazards meet your expected
deliverables. Doing a background check will save you
time and money. Any gaps you may probably need to
write those into the scope to achieve the desired
outcome.
FM 2020 Strategy
S/N

Key Requirements

GR/Ref General Requirement

A-01 Existing and Planned Asset Stock

A

FM Strategy

A-02 Resource Assessment

Detailed Requirements

Deliverable

Review of current asset stock
Review of planned acquisitions &/ or New Projects
Statutory compliance gap analysis on existing asset
stock
Complete Asset Appraisal Report on existing and
planned assets
Skills review of existing staff
Skills assessment of required personnal
Performance assessment of current specialist and
third party service providers

Condition Survey & Life Cycle Assessment Report
Forward Planning and funding register
Gap Analysis Report on Statutory Compliance on Assets
and requirements to bring them in code

Timeline

Cost

Asset Appraisal of the estate

Resource Plan

A-03
A-04
A-05
A-06
A-07

Specify Clearly
As you develop the consultant scope, check with your
team for quick and clear understanding of what you
write. Available IFMA resources can help with clear and
exact description. The IFMA knowledge library offers
examples of applying recognized FM terms in simple
English for clear intent. Understanding on the part of
the consultant goes a long way toward meeting your
deliverables.
Communicate Within Your Organization

departments and business units. FM Consultancy is
arguably the least understood of all established
disciplines in the corporate world. Your proposal to work
with a consultant affects their goals, directly or indirectly
because they are FM stakeholders. A May 2019 post in
IFMA Engage demonstrates the need for clarity and
specificity scope when seeking consultative services, in
this instance an architect. Seven responses brought
pointers about what to ask for and how.
Clarity and agreement on all the segments above will
most likely guarantee a successful tender and mitigate
abortive work with your Procurement and Legal teams
for not having the right approvals to proceed and or
award.
The figure (repeated full size as an attachment) shows
the RFP process, on the top, then inclusion of the as a
legal and financial entity, then commercial procurement
toward the base.
Document
Documentation represents the procurement process for
and FM consultancy just as with any other service
procurement. Acquiring a consultant for FM may be a
novel experience for even an experienced procurement
team, but follows the same form as a consultant for any
other purpose. (The table is repeated full size as an
attachment.)
Key Tender Documentation
Procurement Stage

Pre -tender

Documents

Assessment target

PreQualification Questionaire

Capability to deliver the scope to be tendered and legal position to enter into
such a tender

Non Disclosure Agreement
Confirmation of intent to participate in tender
RFP
Pricing Schedule
Evaluation Criteria

Tender

Submittal schedule
Draft Agreement
Reference Documents

You are not yet ready to issue a tender. Meet with the
procurement team to ensure that they understand what
you seek and why. Remain aware of their
interpretations, needs, and expectations of other

Legally protect company data to be issued
Secure a robust tender list
Detail of bid instructions, scopes, and deliverables
A unified template of how the pricing should be priced and returned
What are the success factors for the tender , what weighting will you apply
for the technical and commercial
What do you want submitted to validate the success factors in the
Evaluation criteria
Share the terms and consitions to establish if there are any show stoppers
on both sides
Provide a package of reference data that will help the bidder price and
discount from their scope of work

Evaluate
Develop a Submittal Checklist focused on the consultant.
This is achieved by listing in detail what is required for
submission - tender specific, scope relevant information
about the consultant and their past deliverables.
The process to evaluate an FM Consultant is to:
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a) Prequalify – determine and follow criteria that a
consultant must meet to be considered.
b) Identify success factors; “What would make this
Consultant the right partner?”
c) Ensure the success factors are appropriately
demonstrated.
Discussion
In large organizations and complicated circumstances,
just developing an FM Consultancy RFI and RFP then
obtaining and evaluating responses may make use of a
specialist FM Consultant to support the organization
team to retain the right project consultant. Should this
apply in your organization and level of planned
expenditure, your business case, procurement strategy,
and budget must include and obtain approval of the
initial consultant as part of the overall project.
Fortunately, specialists like this often provide fixed,
incremental fees. At the other end of the scale, brief or
small engagements with a pre-approved FM consultant
may be carried out conveniently using a time and
materials contract with preset limits. Such contracts can
be little trouble to acquire and manage. Many FM teams
are competent to procure and manage consultants in
this way, just as they do with outsourced FM services.

Notes
FMCC maintains a Consultant Directory in Engage, where
members self-list. Currently, the directory has over thirty
consultants from across the world who can support you on
almost every FM circumstance.
Our next Supplement will be our last of the series and
focus on “Measuring the success of your FM Consultant”

Karla Reid is an FM Consultant in Abu Dhabi. Karla manages
the Need a Consultant; Here’s How FMCC program and is
primary author of this series. Contact Karla at editor-hereshow@fmcc-ifma.org
David Reynolds is President of the FMCC. Contact David at
president-fmcc@fmcc-ifma.org
We always appreciate your feedback and ideas.
Further Reading;
https://www.rics.org/uk/upholding-professionalstandards/sector-standards/real-estate/procurementof-facility-managemen
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ATTACHMENTS

FM 2020 Strategy
S/N

Key Requirements

GR/Ref General Requirement

A-01 Existing and Planned Asset Stock

A FM Strategy

A-02 Resource Assessment

Detailed Requirements

Deliverable

Review of current asset stock
Review of planned acquisitions &/ or New Projects
Statutory compliance gap analysis on existing asset
stock
Complete Asset Appraisal Report on existing and
planned assets
Skills review of existing staff
Skills assessment of required personnal
Performance assessment of current specialist and
third party service providers

Condition Survey & Life Cycle Assessment Report
Forward Planning and funding register
Gap Analysis Report on Statutory Compliance on Assets
and requirements to bring them in code

A-03
A 04
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Asset Appraisal of the estate

Resource Plan

Timeline Cost

ATTACHMENTS

Key Tender Documentation
Procurement Stage

Pre -tender

Documents

PreQualification Question

Non Disclosure Agreeme
Confirmation of intent to p
RFP
Pricing Schedule
Evaluation Criteria

Tender

Submittal schedule
Draft Agreement
Reference Documents
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